
Year 3 Home Learning ‘Cycling Around The World’ 

Complete at least one activity from each row (going across ). The latest date for 

sharing your four homework tasks is Friday 19th July. 

Travel Journal  

Write a travel journal/diary about a 

journey of your choice – real (e.g. 

trip to the seaside) or fantasy (e.g. 

trip to the moon).  

 
Challenge: Chunky 

Paragraphs! 

Adventurous word 

choices! Some 

shorter and some 

longer sentences!  

Bike Safety Poster 

Write instructions on how to stay 

safe on your bike. Include photos of 

you riding your bike or draw 

pictures.  

 
Challenge: Chunky 

Paragraphs! Adventurous 

word choices! Some 

shorter and some longer 

sentences! 

Adventure Story 

Write an adventure story which is 

set in South America, for example 

the Amazon rainforest, the Atacama 

desert or the Andes montains.  

 
Challenge: Chunky 

Paragraphs! 

Adventurous word 

choices! Some shorter 

and some longer 

sentences! 

Bike Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Build the model of a bike using 

materials of your choice.      

 
Challenge: Include as many details as 

possible! 

  An idea of your own based on 

‘Cycling around the world’ 

 

Scratch Project 

 

Use Scratch2 

to write the 

code to make a 

bike move. 

https://scratch.mit.edu/scratch2do

wnload/    

 
Challenge: Include more than one sprite!  

South American Recipe 

Cook or bake a South American dish 

and tell us all about it. Bring in the 

recipe and photo of you cooking the 

dish or bring in 

something for all 

to try (with a list 

of ingredients).  

 
Challenge: Write how to prepare your 

dish in your own words! 

Rainforest Collage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Use materials of your choice to 

create a rainforest collage.  

 
Challenge: Include as many details and 

different materials as possible! 

South American music 

 

Learn how to play 

a South American 

song or dance. 

Present it to the 

class (with an 

instrument).  

 
Challenge: Tell your class which country  

your piece of music is from and the 

story behind it! 

2, 3, 4, 5, 8 or 10 x table pair 

game 

Prepare a 

rainforest themed 

pair game to learn 

a times table that 

you haven’t yet 

mastered. One set 

of cards needs to have questions, 

one set of cards needs to have 

answers.  

 
Challenge: Learn to recite your chosen x 

table in under 30s and to quickly answer 

questions in any order! 

 

8 x table board game 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prepare a rainforest themed board 

game or pair game to learn the 8 x 

table.  

 
Challenge: Learn to recite the 8 x table 

in under 30s and to quickly answer 

questions in any order! 

? x table board game 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you already know the 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 

and 10 x table, prepare a rainforest 

themed board game or pair game to 

learn a new x table of your choice.  

 
Challenge: Learn to recite your chosen x 

table in under 30s and to quickly answer 

questions in any order! 

https://scratch.mit.edu/scratch2download/
https://scratch.mit.edu/scratch2download/

